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Windows Virtual Desktop (WVD)
Windows Virtual Desktop is a desktop and application virtualisation service that runs on the cloud. It is the only cloudbased service that delivers a multi-user Windows 10 experience that is optimised for Office 365 ProPlus and includes
free Windows 7 Extended Security Updates. With Windows Virtual Desktop, you can deploy and scale Windows and
Office on Azure in minutes, with built-in security and compliance.
The challenging environment in which we currently find ourselves has forced us to adapt quickly to ensure we can
work safely, securely and efficiently – remotely. With Windows Virtual Desktop containing all the attributes for rapid
access to the cloud, it’s become the solution of choice to meet your virtualisation needs.
The way Microsoft 365 enables customers to shift to a modern desktop experience puts it at the heart of workplace
transformation. A modern desktop with Windows 10 and Office 365 not only offers the most productive and most
secure computing experience, it also saves IT time and money, and allows for a focus on driving business results. For
many companies, their specific needs require a modern desktop be virtualised.

Benefits
Delivers the only multi-session Windows 10
virtual desktop experience
Provide your users with the only multi-session
Windows 10 desktop virtualised in the cloud
that’s highly scalable, always up to date, and
available on any device.

Migrate Windows Server remote desktops
and apps to Azure
Migrate your Remote Desktop Services (RDS)
environment with simplified management
and deployment experience on Azure.

Enable optimisations for Office 365 ProPlus
Deliver the best Office 365 ProPlus experience,
with multi-session virtual desktop scenarios
to provide the most productive virtualised
experience for your users.

Deploy and scale Windows desktops
and apps on Azure in minutes
Quickly virtualise and deploy modern and
legacy desktop apps to the cloud in minutes
with unified management in the Azure portal.

More secure, productive virtual desktop
experience on Azure with Microsoft 365
Deploy a complete, intelligent solution that
enhances creativity and collaboration for
everyone. Shift to Microsoft 365 and get
Office 365, Windows 10, and Enterprise
Mobility + Security.

Significantly reduce costs associated with
infrastructure, desktop management and
support.
Users can be provisioned with an account
without the requirement of purchase,
installation and upkeep for the new system.
User efficiency and security is maximised,
plus overheads are reduced.

WVD is the right fit for you if you need:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

to scale efficiently on demand.
the ability to add users quickly and easily.
to manage different deployment types across different deployment planes.
integrated security and management e.g. Microsoft 365, AAD.
to support both persistent and non-persistent environments.
to run Windows 7 legacy applications post Win 7 EOL.
to bring Remote Desktop Services (RDS) to your users.
your end users to receive a seamless rich client experience with Outlook, Search, Cortana, OneDrive.
need to meet strict compliance requirements.
your virtual desktop journey to reuse existing investments (e.g. Citrix).
to reduce management and deployment costs for Windows Server.

What HTG can do for you
HTG can rapidly deploy a secure working environment to help in times of crisis or otherwise and since its recent
inception, we’ve been instrumental in successfully deploying the WVD solution to customers across industries
including Further Education and Manufacturing.
Not only are we well placed to deliver WVD but we offer an end to end, bespoke managed service. Built upon
cutting-edge, enterprise-grade technology to guarantee outstanding performance, our highly trained, in-house
solutions experts can design and build a solution to meet your needs. We can then provide that all important
support to ensure peace of mind.

HTG WVD Fastrack: 4 Week Deployment
Designed to help you to plan, rapidly deploy, and
smartly manage your new virtual environment.
Within our offer, we will provide all the tools necessary
to successfully implement your move to WVD, helping
you to do it once, do it right, everywhere.
Our WVD Fastrack program contains Professional
Services from HTG’s accredited team of experts
which includes consultation, assessment of your
existing environment, design, and implementation.
This is backed up and supported by our wrap around
professional managed service.
As a Gold Microsoft Partner and licence reseller we can
take control of your hardware and software requirements,
including providing advice on cost optimisation of your
licences to ensure best value.
By engaging HTG you automatically acquire our
knowledge and experience of FSLogix (solution
acquired by Microsoft to optimise the performance of
Office 365 ProPlus in multi-user virtual environments)
due to being their technology partner from the outset.
Get in touch to experience your move to modern ways
of working with our WVD Fastrack program.
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